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QUESTION 1

An administrator with a single-partition POWER7 system needs to install new server firmware. How are server firmware
updates delivered for POWERJ systems with update policy set to "OS managed"? 

A. With a PTF using marker ID MHxxxxx 

B. With a PTE using marker ID TRxxxxx 

C. With a PTE using marker ID MFxxxxx 

D. With a PTE using marker ID SIxxxxx 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator performed a restore using a full system save that was taken from a system running IBM i 7.1 with GO
SAVE option 21. The administrator was surprised to discover that no spooled files were restored. 

Which action will allow the administrator to restore spooled files at the next restore operation? 

A. Set the QSAVSPOOL system value to *YES before the full system save. 

B. Set the SPLEDTA parameter to *All for all the output queues using the command CHGOUTQ, before the full system
save. 

C. On the SAVE menu, before the full system save, select Option 20- Define save system and user data defaults and
set "Spooled file data" to *All. 

D. On the RESTORE menu, before the full system restore, select Option 20- Define restore system and user data
defaults and set "Spooled file data" to *All. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which tool can be used to report and take various actions on all user profiles with passwords that match the profile
name? 

A. ANZDFTPWD 

B. ANZUSRPWD 

C. ANZUSRATR 

D. ANZPRFATR 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

An administrator needs to analyze performance data that has been collected. The Performance Tools temporary key
has expired. How can the system administrator analyze the performance data? 

A. Adjust the QDATE system value to the day before the temporary key expired. Then rerun the performance analysis. 

B. On another system with a valid Performance Tools key, enter the command STPPERDDM to use DDM to remotely
connect to the system to be evaluated. 

C. Start performance collection using System i Navigator, save the collection library and restore it to another system
with a valid Performance Tools key. 

D. Start performance collection using the PM400 tab in System i Navigator and click `yes\\' when prompted to send the
data to IBM. Then review IBM\\'s analysis online. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator would like to order the latest cumulative1 DB2 for IBM i, and HIPER PTF groups for a system. After
signing on to Fix Central and selecting the appropriate OS release, what must be selected from the list of group fixes to
acquire all these PTEs with the fastest download time? 

A. Order the cumulative PTF, which automatically includes DB2 and HIPER groups. 

B. Order the cumulative, DB2 for IBM i, and HIPER groups in three separate orders. 

C. Customize the order and order just the cumulative PTF to remove requisites and reduce transfer size. 

D. Order the cumulative in one order, then order the DB2 for IBM i and HIPER groups in a separate order. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Library APPLIB on a test system contains a new application. The private authorities for objects in the library have been
set as they should be on the production system. What should the administrator do to migrate the application to the
production system? 

A. Run SAVLIB APPLIB with the Save Access Path parameter set to *AUT on the test system. Run RSTLIB APPLIB on
the production system. 

B. Run SAV OBJ(/QSYS.LIB/APPLIB.LIBP) with the Private Authorities parameter set to *AUT on the test system. Run
RSTOBJ APPLIB on the production system. 

C. Run SAVLIB APPLIB with the Private Authorities parameter set to *YES on the test system.Run RSTLIB APPLIB with
the Private Authorities parameter set to *YES on the production system. 

D. Run SAVOBJ OBJ(*All) LIB(APPLIB) TYPE(*All), followed by a SAVLIBAUT APPLIB on the test system. Run
RSTOBJ OBJ(*All) LIB(APPLIB) TYPE(*All), followed by RSTAUT (*LIB APPLIB) on production. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

A file named XYZ is secured as follows in the graphic below. What authorities will AUSER have to file XYZ? 

A. *ALL 

B. *CHANGE 

C. *USE + Object Management 

D. * CH 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

The following CL program was created to perform an application backup: 

The operator later reports that the backup failed and all of the subsystems had to be restarted. What caused the backup
to fail? 

A. The backup job was submitted to an inactive subsystem. 

B. The job did not have the correct authority\\' to the program. 

C. The JOBD for the submitted job does not have authority to the subsystem 

D. A MONMSG command is required to allow the subsystems to restart after a failed backup. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator started the journaling for library LIBA using the command STRJRNLIB with all parameters set to the
IBM default. The administrator later needs to restore more than 100 new files to library LIBA, but does not want to have
the journaling started for these newly restored files. 

What is the fastest way to restore the files without starting the journaling? 

A. Use the CHGJRN command to change the inherit rules for library LIBA and then perform the restore. 

B. Restore the files to library LIBA and then manually end the journaling for the newly restored files. 

C. Use the CHGJRNOBJ command to change the inherit rules for library LIBA and then perform the restore. 

D. Use the command sequence ENDJRNLIB, STRJRNLIB, with new inherit rules for library LIBA and then perform the
restore. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator plans to save all the system values from the source system and restore them on the target system.
Which pair of actions will do this? 

A. PRTSYSINE and save the QSYSPRT generated spool file on the source system Restore the spool file and
RTVSYSINE FILE(QSYSPRT) on the target system 

B. RTVSYSINF LIB(LIBA) and save the LIBA library on the source systemRestore the LIBA library and UPDSYSINF
LIB(LIBA) TYPE(*SYSVAL) on the target system 

C. RTVSYSVAL SYSVAL(*ALL) LIB(LIBA) and save the LIBA library on the source system Restore the LIBA library and
UPDSYSVAL LIB(LIBA) SYSVAL(*ALL) on the target system 

D. WRKSYSVAL SYSVAL(*ALL) OUTPUT(*OUTFILE) FILE(ABC) and save the ABC file on the source system Restore
the ABC file and RTVSYSVAL SYSVAL(*ALL) FILE(ABC) on the target system 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

When installing the Group HIPER PTE5 (SE99709 for IBM i 7.1), the administrator discovered that only the first PTE on
the DVD was installed. What is the most likely reason this occurred? 

A. The incorrect option on the PTE menu was used to install the PTFs. 

B. The platform was IPLed from the "P" side1 instead of from the "T" side. 

C. A firmware upgrade was not performed prior to installing the Group HIPER. 
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D. The system was IPLed from the "A" side, and needed to be IPLed from the "B" side. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An application vendor has shipped a save file with the source member for a new program. The administrator restored
the new source member into the existing source file, but when checking the source file after the restore discovered that
all of the previous source members were missing. 

Which parameter of the Restore Object (RSTOBJ) command would have allowed the administrator to restore the new
member without losing the existing members? 

A. MBROPT *NEW 

B. FRCOBJCVN *NO 

C. ALWOBJDIE *FILEVL 

D. FILEMBR (*NAME *NEW) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Programmers working on a software development project frequently need to save their development library (LIBX) at the
prior release level of the operating system. 

The administrator needs to change the default value of the SAVLIB command parameter to accommodate the
programmers" prior release save requirement. 

The default value before the change was: SAVLIB LIB(LIBX) TGTRLS(*CURRENT) The default value after the change
will be: SAVLIB LIB(LIBX) TGTRLS(*PRV) 

What should the administrator do to facilitate the change? 

A. Adjust the system value QFRCCVNRST (Force conversion on restore) to *PRV. 

B. Use the Change Command Default (CHGCMDDFT) command to change the TGTRLS parameter value to *PRV. 

C. Use the Save Restore Configuration (SAVRSTCFG) command to change the TGTRLS parameter value to *PRV. 

D. Use the command WRKREGINF to modify the exit point program QIBM_SAV_SECURITY and change the TGTRLS
parameter value to *PRV. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

In addition to the objects in the /home directory, what additional objects are saved when SAV OBJ ((`/ home/\\'
*INCLUDE)) is used? 
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A. Sub-directoriesObjects in the sub-directories 

B. Sub-directoriesOmitting objects in the sub-directories 

C. Security assignmentsOmitting sub-directories and their objects 

D. Sub-directoriesObjects in the sub-directoriesSecurity assignments 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer is installing a new POWER7 server with IBM i that needs redundant connections to the network. Which
configuration provides both increased throughput as well as redundancy? 

A. Multiple Ethernet lines with Showier routes. 

B. Dual Ethernet lines with Virtual P addresses. 

C. An aggregated Ethernet line to a supported switch. 

D. Two Ethernet lines with MAXERAME(8996) and LINKSPEED(*MAX). 

Correct Answer: C 
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